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Merchant Manufacturing Inc. is skilled
in producing complex parts from a wide
variety of materials.
The components we manufacture go into
products made by many well known companies
that produce:
* ATV’S, motorcycles and snowmobiles
* Automotive and recreational vehicles
* Electronic equipment
* HVAC systems
* Off-road equipment
* Medical devices
* Printing equipment
* Specialty fasteners
You can depend on us to offer quality
craftsmanship and prompt delivery at a
competitive price on orders from
1 to 10,000 pieces for many types of materials.
Delivery schedule planning and emergency
services are available.

For more than 45 years the Merchant family
and employees have developed a reputation
among our customers around the world for
delivering quality machined components on
time and at competitive prices.
Our extensive experience enables us to
provide technical design assistance that
results in the best product at the lowest cost.

PRECISION PRODUCTS
AND
QUALITY SERVICE
Merchant Manufacturing:
* is a manufacturer of precision parts made from
a variety of materials with more than 45 years
of dedication to customer satisfaction.
* has capabilities including:
* CNC Multi-axis Turning
* CNC Swiss Turning
* CNC Milling
* is large enough to handle complex machining
projects while giving you personalized
service on every order.
* has a relationship with qualified sources for
secondary operations such as heat treating
and plating.
Mission Statement
1. To provide our customers with the highest
possible quality product.
2. To remain a family oriented company built on
strong relationships with our customers, employees
and vendors.
3. To be environmentally responsible.
4. To be recognized as an asset and leader in the
community.

“ Although the tools and technology have
changed since my father, Leo Merchant, started
this business in a garage in 1963, the basic
principles haven’t changed a bit. Work hard, be
efficient and through continuous process
improvement and innovation produce
competitively priced quality products. My father
would be proud to know that is my philosophy
and I am committed to those same values.”
Wayne Merchant

